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:	as it  approaches the banging blocks.    Fixed stops are sometimes used,
particularly for the light accumulators, to prevent the ram from being
I! I	forced out of the cylinder when it is not desirable to employ other restrict-
*'j *	ing devices, and various methods are employed for doing this, such as collar
\\ \	or bayonet end formed on the ram, arranged to catch the neck of the cylinder,
|f i	or a projection on the load casing arranged to catch a similar projection on
t!|'|	the outside of the cylinder, or the loading is held by anchor chains attached
p']	to the foundations, or spring buffers fixed on the guide structure.
,   i	Guide structures may be built up of timber or rolled-steel sections,
f	stayed, strutted, and secured to the foundations; shoes or runners being fixed
i! ,	on the loading, which slide on rails or rolled-steel sections;  it is customary
to fit small positively stopped accumulators with relief valves, and large
ones with automatic double-acting choking valves.
When accumulators have no positive stops, an automatic deflecting
valve is fitted, which, in its simplest form, is opened by positive mechanical
means, when the loading has reached a predetermined height, and allows
the delivery from the pump to be deflected into the return main to the
supply tank, a check valve being combined with this valve to prevent the
water in the accumulator from returning, and closed immediately the
loading descends sufficiently, thus loading the pump again. The disadvantage
of this arrangement is that the pressure on the pump is only partly relieved
when the deflecting valve is used to govern the supply, and the accumulator
ram becomes worn between the points where the deflectinc: valve is opened
and closed, which is relatively a small fraction of the accumulator's stroke;
therefore, this type of valve should only be used for small accumulators,
or as a relief valve to prevent the accumulator overrunning its stroke.
Hydraulically operated deflecting valves can be set to open fully at the
highest position of the loading, and close at any predetermined position
of its stroke, and when a deflecting valve is required to both govern the
supply and determine the stroke, this type is preferable. As an additional
safety device the end of the ram may be drilled, so that when it passes the
gland packing it allows the pressure to escape.
Pressure-loaded accumulators are mostly used afloat, and are also spe-
cially applicable where the pressure or velocity is subject to considerable and
continuous change, to equalize and govern the supply rather than to store
|	energy.   The pressure media is either steam or compressed air, the dis-
j	advantage of the former being heat and condensation, and on account of its
|	comparatively low inertia this  type of accumulator can operate at con-
|	siderably higher speeds than would be considered safe in a weight-loaded
!	type, and an accumulator of smaller capacity may be employed.

